
 

Key macro are available to insert data in the PDF document. MACRO to insert in reports. INCLUDE: To include data in reports. EJECUTAR: To execute the macro in reports. 1.0 Beta 2.0Description The game features 100 levels divided in 6 different worlds. The gameplay consists of solving a series of puzzles. The highscore can be stored locally and
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Ascii Diagram is a freeware that I've created for myself. It can be used to draw diagrams and flowcharts inside a text file. The key command for drawing the diagram is the key-command "k". K undoes the last drawing made with Ascii Diagram. S zetstops the current drawing. (for example: kS - to draw the system flowchart) D deletes the current drawing,
and keeps the system flowchart. E starts a new drawing with the system flowchart. 0 restarts the system flowchart, and draws a new one. Undoes the last drawing. 1 starts a new drawing with the new system flowchart. You will find examples of how Ascii Diagram can be used below. A Description of the Ascii Diagram structure. k - key command to start
drawing K - undoes the last drawing. s - zetstops the current drawing. D - deletes the current drawing. E - starts a new drawing with the system flowchart. 0 - restarts the system flowchart. 1 - starts a new drawing with the new system flowchart. " " - example - the "1" is followed by space. This is how a system flowchart looks like: The original is saved as
"system.flowchart" and the modified version of it as "system.flowchart.mod". " system.flowchart.mod " is the saved version, "system.flowchart" is the original version. " system.flowchart " is a screenshot of the original version. " system.flowchart.mod " is a screenshot of the modified version. If you do not want to change anything, use the original one as a
starting point and go on with other diagrams (other saving options below). " " is a placeholder for the command that were made for the system flowchart. " " is a placeholder for the command that were made for the system flowchart. " " is a placeholder for the command that were made for the system flowchart. " " is a placeholder for the command that
were made for the system flowchart. " " is a placeholder for the command that were made for the system flowchart. " " is a placeholder for the command that were made for the system flowchart. " " is a placeholder for the command that were made
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